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Examination of Sawyer Valley on Macquarie Island 

Four day , namely the 24th through 27th of Deomber 
1959 were available for this study. The bottom of the v ley
is covered with muskeg at north end. This coarse moss etends 
more or less up ides of valley and along ridges where i' 
is only a few inches thick. 

The 24th was a bright clear day with blue sky, war.m 
sun .9.nd Iit Ie nd. The bottom of the valley was exami ed 
and four stakes driven about 1000 feet apart in a line. 
These are to mark tentative position of down leads. 

The 25th as win y with a thin sheet of clouds 
between 400 and 800 feet level. At this level the wind speed 
as about 20 m.p.h, from west. Bottom of valley as clear 

and near calm. Four stakes were planted at tentative p siiions 
along east ridge. Since the bottom of valley could not be 
seen from ridge, the position of stakes is only approxi.m.ate.
These stakes are to mark the east anchor points of wires a~ross 

valley. 

The 26th s clear with bright sun and blue sky.
The stake in bottom of valley were pUlled up and placed in 
a new line to east of creek where the muskeg is dry and net 
boggy. T e relat~ve position of all the stakes in bottom of 
valley and along east ridge were then measured. The refere ce 
used is ma:.<metic north. Distance, elevation angle and az:.mut 
angle were deteDnined by means of a ran e finder and surveying 
compass. 

T e 27th as a day of low fog and drizzle. It was 
a day of rest from previous exertions. 

The markers are painted with Fire-O ange luminous 
paint secured from Brown & Company. This colour is very good
for Visibility under adverse conditions. No markers ere 
placed on west ridge because of insufficient time. However 
two finished and four unassembl d markers are placed in a 
pile at east edge of valley, at north end. near the trail to 
south end of island. A fe sample obse~ tions of conspicuous 
roc s on west ridge were made from bo tom of valley. The ranges 
were on order of 1000 yards. Consequently the total length
of spans across valley will be on order of a mile. On the 
basis of this rather c sory exam~nation ir. limited time, it 
is clear that Swyer Valley i a suitable and feasible place to 
make a long ave measuring station for cosmic static. 
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Before any installation is undertaken, a lot mire 
survey work and planning are neces ary, Markers for anclors 
along the vest ridge are needed. All the markers must bl 
resurveyed and moved to revised po itio 6. The final corect 
positions can be arrived at only by successive approxima;ions. 
The process is rpther Ii e playing checkers over a mile quare 
area. This is because of the complexity of the terrain ~here 
a move of one marker to a better position may place oth markers 
i a poorer position. While markers may be placed or mcved 
about some hat in a fog, only clear days are useful for survey 
measurement. Thus delays may be encountered while waiting for 
a suitable clear day. After each survey the data must e 
worked up and plotted before anything is moved. After tinal 
positions of all markers are decided, each position must have 
considerable pick and savel work performed. This is necessary 
to find out what kind of an anchor is needed. Momentary l~ads 
up to three tons and fixed loads of one ton must be sustai~ed 
without the anchors creeping or slipping. Circumatanc s in 
the bottom of the valley may not be as bad as they appear.
At places al ng the creek, large boulder formations may be seen 
only two or three feet bela the surface of muskeg. Prob6bly
solid foundations may be secured with a relatively small unount 
of excavation. 

The above detailed survey will most l~kely require a 
month or more by two men. They may be housed at the small hut 
on the beach at Green Gorge. This hut was only intended as 
an overnight stop on the way to south end of island. Cor
sequently the living conditions will need to be expanded and 
improved. The present kerosene stove is five years old, has 
some leaks and has served its purpose well. It should be 
replaced by a new double burner stove using butane or propane 
gas. The gas stove will not throw off the soot of a kerosene 
stove and thus be of assistance ir keeping the interior of 
hu clean. Over the years, the interio of hut is badly
covered ith soot fro stove and lanterns. It should be cleaned 
and painted a light cream colour for visibility. The petrol 
lamps are about worn out and are inherently dangerous. 
Furt ermo e, the design i such that a dark shadow is cast 
right under the lantern where light is needed most. These 
sho ld be replaced by two or three gas lights at suitable places. 
The old radio is being re laced by a new one operated by dry 
batteries. Thus the old accumulators, lights, gas engine and 
petrol drums may be dispensed with entirely. 

The clima. te is mild but very damp. This ~es the 
environment uncomfortable. A typioal condition is 40 F an~ 

95% humidity. ~y the application of dry heat inside the h t 
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the temperature may be raised to 700 F and the humidity wi 
drop to only about 40%, which is a very comfortable envirlnment. 
To accomplish this will require a small gas heater with a stack. 
It i important to expell the products of combustion outs.de 
the hut beca se every gallon of liquid fuel burned will oduce 
about a gallon and a half' of water vapour. If this water vapour
is allowed to remain in the hut, the relative humidity . 1 
remain high and the environment will be just as uncomf'or ble as 
ever. For the same reason, a ventilation hood should be pro
vided over the cook stove. en the vented heater is opfrating,
air ill be 10 t up the stack. Consequently the interio1 of 
hut will be at slightly below outside atmospheric pressure.
Make up air will flow in through cracks around the door, windows, 
etc., and provide adequate ventilation. One type of suitable 
heater consists of a vertical drum with burner at bottom and 
stack connection at top. The interio of doum has a lot of 
tubes about an inch diameter placed at a 45 angle from lo~er 
left to upper right. The gasses from burner fl01 over outeide 
of tUbes, losing most 0 their heat before passing up the staok. 
The room air flo s in bottom of tubes, is heated and passes 
out top of tubes back into room. Once the hut i thoro gh~y 
warmed up the burner may be operated at a very low flame. 

odern outside sanitary facilities should be provided along with 
a suitable assortment of tubs, etc. for washing personnel and 
clothes. A variety of new cooking utensils ould be desirable. 
A half dozen tanks of propane should be ample for two men for 
three months. 

The present trail from beach up into valley passes
through the seal wallow which is inconvenient and very di:ty. 
An alternate route is available up a bank behind the hut. This 
is a steep and slippery climb through long grass at present.
Material should be brought in to provide a sui able stairs hich 
may be installed on the slope by a bit of pick and s ovel work. 

The present seal popUlation has reached the saturation 
level_ These animals are a nuisance in that they bump into 
equipment t must be continually stepped over and around. Further
more they are filthy. Their habitat bears considerable 
resemblance to a pig pen. I recommend that the sealers be 
invited to come and clean the creatures out near where people 
live and work, namely orth Camp, Green Gorge and Hurd Point. 
There will still be more than sufficient animals for t e 
biologists around the rest of the island. 

"7 Grote Reber 
6th January, 1960. 


